Attempt Homicide
7th Avenue South and 6th Street South

Date / Time of Release: 09/07/14 @ 1740 HRS

Incident: Attempt Homicide
Location: 37th Avenue South and 6th Street South
Date / Time of Incident: 09/07/14 @ 1350 HRS

Victim(s): Raynard A. Pete, B/M, 02/20/71
           863 14th Avenue South
Arrested: Karnesia V. Lloyd, B/F, 02/19/87
          932 Newton Avenue South #12
          Cauiau D. Smiley, B/M, 06/16/79
          932 Newton Avenue South #12
          Vinson M. Williams, B/M, 12/23/69
          601 40th Street South

Charges: Attempt 1st Degree Homicide

Brief Description of Incident:

On 9/07/14, Karnesia Lloyd spotted her ex-boyfriend, Raynard Pete, driving in the area of 37th Avenue South and 6th Street South. Karnesia's current boyfriend, Cauiau Smiley, and another male, Vinson Williams, exited the suspect vehicle that Karnesia Lloyd was driving at the time and began to attack the victim as he tried to flee on foot from his vehicle. Karnesia Lloyd then intentionally rammed the victim twice with her SUV causing serious injuries to the victim while the other two suspects were attacking the victim. A witness caught this incident on cellphone video. All three suspects were arrested out of the SUV when it was spotted by patrol officers in Jordan Park after the incident.

Release Prepared by:
Det. K. Miller, Homicide Unit

For more information, please contact the St. Petersburg Police Public Information Office at 727-893-7550 during normal business hours; weekdays from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.